The consumer electronics industry is witnessing a surge in Internet of Things (IoT) devices, ranging from mundane artifacts to complex biosensors connected across disparate networks. As the demand for IoT devices grows, the need for stronger authentication and access control mechanisms is greater than ever. Legacy authentication and access control mechanisms do not meet the growing needs of IoT. In particular, there is a dire need for a holistic authentication mechanism throughout the IoT device life-cycle, namely from the manufacturing to the retirement of the device. As a plausible solution, we present Authentication of Things (AoT), a suite of protocols that incorporate authentication and access control during the entire IoT device life span. Primarily, AoT relies on Identity-and Attribute-Based Cryptography to cryptographically enforce Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC). Additionally, AoT facilitates secure (in terms of stronger authentication) wireless interoperability of new and guest devices in a seamless manner. To validate our solution, we have developed AoT for Android smartphones like the LG G4 and evaluated all the cryptographic primitives over more constrained devices like the Intel Edison and the Arduino Due. This included the implementation of an Attribute-Based Signature (ABS) scheme. Our results indicate AoT ranges from highly efficient on resource-rich devices to affordable on resource-constrained IoT-like devices. Typically, an ABS generation takes around 27 ms on the LG G4, 282 ms on the Intel Edison, and 1.5 s on the Arduino Due.
INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) [1, 2] is now part of our daily lives. The vision where highly heterogeneous networked embedded computing elements are interconnected to provide a smart environment has finally come true. IoT combines physical objects (e.g., vehicles and appliances) with sensors and actuators in a cyber-physical system (e.g., smart cities, grids, and homes). Projections suggest that we will soon be surrounded by billions of IoT-enabled devices. 1 Authentication is a fundamental security property for IoT [3] . Although IoT security received enormous attention from the research community (e.g., [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ), we still claim that existing approaches do not fulfill the needs for seamless authentication. First and foremost, traditional schemes are based on Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) and certificates incur significant processing, memory, storage, communication, and management overheads, and are deemed unfit for IoT devices [11] . Second, the IoT paradigm beckons safe and seamless interoperability between disparate home and foreign domains. However, several authentication schemes targeting resource-constrained devices (e.g., [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] ) assume that such devices belong to a single domain and, therefore, cannot be directly applied to IoT. Last, to the best of our knowledge, there is no mechanism that facilitates authentication during the entire IoT device life-cycle (i.e., from the manufacturing to the retirement of a device). As a result, there is a need for novel solutions exclusively tailored to meet the requirements of authentication in the IoT paradigm. Our goal: In this paper, we aim at designing, developing, and evaluating an authentication and access control scheme for the entire IoT device life-cycle. Our solution, Authentication of Things (AoT), is a suite of cryptographic protocols that provides authentication and access control to all stages in a device's life-cycle (Figure 1 ), in particular: pre-deployment, ordering, deployment, functioning, and retirement. This implies AoT can authenticate devices in multiple distinct domains.
AoT allows authenticated device interoperation across multiple domains. A device can join a foreign domain (i.e., a domain different from its own) and securely authenticate itself to access operations on devices in that domain. AoT also allows secure transfer of device ownership. Finally, AoT performs authentication and access control over wireless mediums, but provides stronger security than wireless authentication mechanisms widely deployed today (e.g., WPA2).
In order to accomplish our goals, AoT relies on Identity-Based Cryptography (e.g., [26] [27] [28] [29] ) to distribute keys and authenticate devices as well as Attribute-Based Cryptography (e.g., [30, 31] ) to cryptographically enforce Attribute-Based Access Control [32, 33] . We chose these cryptosystems because they are certificate-free and thus do not impose certificate-related overheads on devices. Our key insight is to tackle the well-known key escrow problem [34] of identity-based schemes designing a two-domain architecture composed of a manufacturer (Cloud) domain and a local (Home) domain. These domains manage manufacturer-to-device and domestic device-to-device trusted relationships, respectively.
We evaluate AoT both analytically and experimentally. We provide analytical worst-case performance estimates and employ toolassisted verification [35, 36] to check AoT security claims. We also implemented a multi-architecture prototype and evaluate all cryptographic primitives on resource-constrained devices like the Intel Edison and Arduino Due. Our AoT prototype contributes an opensource implementation of Attribute-Based Signatures (ABS) [37, 38] , a central part of AoT, to the community. We use our prototype to quantify CPU, memory, storage, and communication overheads imposed by our suite of protocols. Our results indicate AoT ranges from affordable on resource-constrained devices like the Arduino Due to very efficient on smartphones like the LG G4. Our contributions: AoT brings forth both theoretical and practical findings. Our main contributions are summarized as follows.
1. AoT, a suite of protocols to provide authentication and access control over the entire IoT product life-cycle. AoT provides authentication and access control on Cloud and Home domains. AoT also allows a guest device to authenticate itself with devices from a foreign Home domain.
2. An analytical and experimental evaluation of AoT. We provide analytical performance estimates for AoT and use toolassisted verification to check AoT's security claims. Our experimental evaluation is based on a real prototype and quantifies various performance metrics on diverse hardware.
3. To our knowledge, the first ABS experimental evaluation ever published. Our implementation is publicly-available and based on the work of Maji, Prabhakaran, and Rosulek [37] . It is efficient enough to be run on resource-constrained devices.
Organization: The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces concepts, security definitions, cryptographic schemes, and the attack model we use. Section 3 presents the AoT protocol and the assumptions under which it has been designed. Section 4 describes the development of AoT detailing the implementation and optimization of cryptographic primitives. Section 5 evaluates AoT security and resource requirements. We discuss related work in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7.
BACKGROUND
In this section, we cover the fundamentals of AoT, namely Authentication in Section 2.1, Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) in Section 2.2, Identity-Based Cryptography (IBC) in Section 2.3, Attribute-Based Cryptography (ABC) in Section 2.4, and PairingBased Cryptography (PBC) in Section 2.5.
Authentication
Authentication [3] is allegedly the most important security property in IoT. One of authentication's major goals is to prevent illegitimate nodes from taking part in network activities. This can protect most network operations, unless legitimate nodes have been compromised.
Broadly speaking, authentication comprises two properties. The first is source authentication [11] , which guarantees a receiver that the message indeed originated from the claimed sender. The second is data authentication [11] , which prevents integrity violation, i.e., it prevents that a message is altered while in transit between the sender and the receiver, and ensures that the received message is "fresh", i.e., not being replayed.
In the world of cryptography, authentication can be achieved through the use of symmetric or asymmetric (public-key) cryptosystems [11] . More precisely, through the use of Message Authentication Codes (MACs) [11] and Digital Signatures [11] , respectively. (It is worth noting only the latter provides nonrepudiation, i.e., prevent a device from denying previous commitments or actions.)
AoT leverages both MACs and Digital Signatures for authentication in its suite of protocols.
Attribute-Based Access Control
Access Control [39] regulates who or what (e.g., a user) can perform an operation (e.g., read or write) on an object (e.g., a file).
Traditional access control models are inconvenient for IoT [32] . For instance, Mandatory Access Control, Discretionary Access Control, and Role-Based Access Control are user centric and do not consider factors like resource information, relationship between the user (the requester) and the resource provider, and dynamic information (e.g., current time and user identifier). Moreover, in large scale networks like IoT deployments, it might be unmanageable for one to keep a list of who is granted access to what.
ABAC [32] , on the other hand, simplifies access control by replacing discretionary permissions with policies based on attributes. The model grants rights to users based on attributes like resource characteristics and contextual information. The idea is based on the observation that, in a given organization, permissions are often assigned to the attributes of users rather than to their identity. Attributes, in turn, are assigned to users according to their responsibilities or qualifications. In ABAC, the possession of an attribute can be easily altered without modifying the underlying access structure; and new permissions can be conveniently granted to attributes as new objects or operations are incorporated into the system.
AoT adopts ABAC as the paradigm to implement access control for IoT.
Identity-Based Cryptography
The notion of IBC dates back to Shamir's original work [26] , but it has only become practical with the advent of PBC [27, [40] [41] [42] . The main advantage of IBC is that it does not require the expensive explicit public-key authentication (like traditional PKI does). In these systems, users may have a meaningful public-key rather than a random string of bits; and those keys can thus be derived from the user's public information [34, 43] . Note this information intrinsically binds a user to its public-key, which makes other means of accomplishing this binding, e.g., digital certificates, unnecessary [34, 43] . Finally, IBC also allows secure communication between users of different IBC domains [44] .
IBC, however, is not a panacea and it turns out that private-keys in IBC are not generated by their respective owners but rather by Private Key Generators (PKGs), i.e., those keys are not actually private. So, a PKG could, if it wanted to, impersonate any user in the system [34, 43] . This is the well-known key escrow problem of identity-based systems; and the main challenge for the wide adoption of IBC [34, 43] .
A particularly strong requirement of IBC is that private-keys must be delivered to the user over a secure channel [34, 43] . In practical scenarios where IBC is to be used to bootstrap security, such a secure channel might not exist.
In IBC, the cryptographic primitive that provides authentication is the Identity-Based Signature (IBS). AoT makes use of IBS in its suite of cryptographic protocols.
Attribute-Based Cryptography
ABC [30, 31] , also known as Fuzzy IBC [45] , is an extension of the idea used in IBC. As such, ABC also suffers from the key escrow problem. Compared to IBC, ABC focuses on groups of users rather than solely on users' identities. The cryptosystem relies on a subset of user attributes to control private-key ownership.
Broadly speaking, there are two classes of ABC schemes, namely Key-Policy ABC (KP) (e.g., [30] ) and Ciphertext-Policy ABC (CP) (e.g., [31] ). In the former, the policy is attached to private keys, and attributes annotate messages. In the latter, messages carry the policy and users possess a key for each of their respective attributes. There is a close fit between KP and applications that deliver digital content like cable TV [30] . In KP, however, the sender of a message has no control over who or what will be able to access the contents of his messages. CP, on the other hand, does allow this control.
In the context of signature schemes, CP is commonly referred to Policy-Endorsing Attribute-Based Signature [46] . Here, users are assigned a set of attributes and the corresponding private keys. A user's ability to perform operations over a message (e.g., sign a message) depends on the attribute set associated with the user as well as the policy associated with the message. To be concrete, messages carry a boolean expression of attributes called the signing policy or the predicate of the message. To verify a signature correctly, a user must sign the message using the keys associated with any subset of attributes that satisfies the predicate.
It is worth stressing the synergy between ABC and ABAC (Section 2.2). On the one hand, ABC is similar to ABAC in that they both are based on user attributes. On the other hand, ABC and ABAC are also complementary, since they may be combined so the former cryptographically enforces the later.
We chose CP to be the underlying cryptographic construction of AoT's access control mechanism. Precisely, AoT employs ABC signatures (ABS for short) during its most frequent operation and maps ABAC policies onto ABC predicates.
Pairing-Based Cryptography
PBC [27, 28, 47] has paved the way for the design of original cryptographic schemes and made existing cryptographic protocols both more efficient and convenient. It has also shed some light on many long-standing open problems allowing quite a few of them to be solved elegantly. Identity-Based Encryption (IBE) [28] is most likely the main evidence of this, as IBE has enabled complete IBC schemes. (But note that there are other pairing-free ways of performing IBE today [29, 48] .)
The bilinear pairing 2 is the major cryptographic primitive in PBC. Pairings, for short, were first used in the context of cryptanalysis [40] , but their pioneering use in cryptosystems is due the works of Sakai, Ohgishi, and Kasahara [27] , Boneh and Franklin [28] , and Joux [47] . Formally, a bilinear pairing is a computable, nondegenerate functionê : G1 × G2 → GT where G1 and G2 are additively-written groups of order n with identity O, and GT is a multiplicatively-written group of order n with identity 1 [49] . In practice, groups G1 and G2 are implemented using a group of points on certain elliptic curves and the group GT is implemented using a multiplicative subgroup of a finite extension field [49] . When G1 = G2, the pairing is said to be symmetric, although symmetric pairing constructions are less efficient. In PBC, the crucial property of pairings is bilinearity [49] :
AoT relies heavily on PBC. For instance, AoT makes use of pairings to distribute keys and to implement ABS.
AUTHENTICATION OF THINGS
In this section, we present AoT. AoT comprises a suite of protocols that cover all stages of an IoT device's life-cycle. We provide an overview of AoT (Section 3.1), present the auxiliary and main protocols (Sections 3.2-3.7), and discuss complementary features (Section 3.8).
Overview
Assumptions. In what follows, we assume (i) every message is numbered and carries the identifiers of the interlocutors; (ii) cryptographic material can be securely loaded into devices at the manufacturer's facility; (iii) PINs can be securely entered onto devices at home; (iv) cryptographic primitives are ideal-i.e., flawlessand can be treated as black boxes; (v) the device manufacturer is trusted. Problem. In IoT, even elementary questions as how to enable authentication and access control remain unanswered. Traditional PKC is computationally expensive and most IoT devices cannot afford to run them. Besides, because of IoT's heterogeneity and multiple domains, each with different owners and access policies, security schemes for other wireless and resource-constrained networks (e.g., [13-20, 23-25, 50] ) cannot be directly applied to IoT. To make things worse, questions regarding the portability and mobility of "things" arise. Portability and mobility are typical of IoT and they reinforce the call for inter-operation between local and guest devices. Goal. Our ultimate goal is to design a tailor-made authentication and access control solution for IoT. We target devices like home appliances that interact with other home appliances, personal devices, and with a remote Cloud server that plays the role of the devices' manufacturer. Our solution must meet the efficiency and security needs of IoT applications. Approach. As usual, our approach concentrates (i) mostly on key distribution to bootstrap security (ii) and mainly on access control to govern permissions over device operations. However, we implement those in a novel way: IBC is used to distribute keys and ABC to control access to device operations.
Our key insight to tackle the key escrow problem of IBC (Section 2) is a two-domain architecture (Figure 2 ). More precisely, our solution comprises two distinct IBC setups, namely: a manufacturer (Cloud) setup and a local (Home) setup. They respectively define manufacturer-to-device and domestic device-to-device trusted relationships. There is no overlap in these trusted relationships and thus an artifact generated in the Cloud domain is invalid in the Home domain and vice-versa. Note that the key escrow still holds in each IBC setup individually; however, the escrow now is no longer a problem. For the Cloud's IBC keys escrow, this is because the user's privacy is preserved in that requests originated from the Cloud domain are null in the Home domain. For the Home's IBC and ABC keys escrows, the context of where it takes place already deals with the problem. In other words, the escrow will be held at a home device owned and managed, and thus trusted, by the household and its members. Our suite of protocols cryptographically provides authentication and access control over wireless mediums. One of AoT's key features is the ability to deploy devices without resorting to cabled connections. Instead, AoT leverages a home's physical protection and a reliable device (e.g., the Home domain manager's smartphone) to bridge the very first communication between a new device and the Home server to bootstrap security. This communication can happen over different encodings and transmission technologies. AoT delivers access control by combining ABAC and ABC so the former cryptographically enforces the later. Here, a permission for operating a device is ultimately tied to the ABC attributes of a requester; and the ABC attributes and predicates are governed by the higher-level ABAC policies. Life-Cycle. In AoT, an IoT life-cycle is broken down into five main stages, namely: (1) pre-deployment, (2) ordering, (3) deployment, (4) functioning, and (5) retirement. By the way of example, consider a given device life-cycle. In the pre-deployment, the cryptographic material of the Cloud domain is loaded into the device at the factory, i.e., during its manufacturing process. Next, in ordering, the (about to become) owner of the device purchases it and gets a PIN that grants the owner the initial access to the device. Deployment, as its names suggests, is when the device is deployed home and therefore is the stage responsible for bootstrapping security in the Home domain. Here, the owner uses the PIN to access the device and the device, in turn, uses the owner's personal device to establish a trusted relationship with the Home server. (The Home server is the one in charge of managing keys and orchestrating access control inside home. For instance, the Home server issues IBC and ABC keys as well as advertises access permissions over the domestic network.) Finally, during this stage, the device is also bound to a user in the Cloud domain. Now, the way is paved for functioning, which corresponds to the daily operation of the device. At this point, users request the device's operations, and the latter reacts based on users' clearance levels. Retirement is the end point of a device life-cycle. It takes place whenever its owner will not use the device any further. During this stage there is a wipeout cryptographic material held by the device and the owner is unbound from the device in the Cloud domain. Extra. AoT has also some bonus features. For instance, AoT enables interdomain interactions between devices on different Home domains, meaning that devices from different Home domains may interoperate seamlessly as long as their respective Home servers have previously agreed on some parameters. This strategy is appealing because it neither violates the identity-based nature of AoT, nor requires key escrow across the participating domains. Our suite of protocols also address device reassignment, enabling a user to trade or give away one or more of his devices. Finally, we explain how AoT achieves key revocation.
Auxiliary Protocols
AoT's auxiliary procedure SessionKey and protocols KeyAgreement, KeyIssue, Binding, and Unbinding (Figures 3-6 ) assist the main protocols (Sections 3.3-3.7) in deriving a session key, agreeing on a common pairwise key, issuing a private key, as well as binding and unbinding a device to a user in the Cloud domain, respectively. In ABC, multiple devices may hold the same ABS key; thus, ABS keys are often referred to as signing keys rather than private keys. For the sake of simplicity, however, we call them private keys.
SessionKey ( Figure 3 ) relies on a pseudorandom function PRF, on a previously shared key k, and on a counter i that is kept up-todate with the interlocutor to derive session keys. This idea is based on the work of Perrig et al. [50] .
SESSIONKEY(key k, counter i)
1.
Where the symbols denote: k i : i-th session key PRF(m) k : PRF over m using key k KeyAgreement ( Figure 4 ) is based on the work of Sakai, Ohgishi, and Kasahara [27] and runs a key agreement protocol between any two devices on the same Home domain. The protocol makes use of pairings (ê) for computing a pairwise key kA,B, and counters (e.g., cA) for generating unique session keys. Finally, note we also carry out a mutual challenge-response message exchange between A and B (steps 1, 6, and 8). We reproduce this sort of challenge-response message exchange in other AoT protocols to ensure freshness and prevent replay attacks.
7.
A : {Computes the pairwise key k
Where the new symbols denote:
→: unicast transmission nX : nonce generated by X session_req, _ack : request and acknowledgment labels I : Identity-based cryptosystem H : Home domain P KeyIssue ( Figure 5 ), in turn, issues a private key for a device D on a server S, domain Z, and cryptosystem Y. The issuing is secured using a session key derived from a previously shared pairwise key kD,S between the device D and the server S.
Where the new symbols denote: issue_req, _ack : request and acknowledgment labels ENC(m) k : encryption over m using key k Binding ( Figure 6 ) binds a device D to a user U in the Cloud domain. Briefly, the device D asks the Cloud server C to be bound to user U (step 3). Communication from the Cloud server C to the device D is authenticated using MACs (steps 2 and 5). Device D, conversely, employs IBC digital signatures to authenticate itself on the server C (step 3). The Unbinding protocol (not shown) is analogous to and performs the same steps as the Binding protocol. The only difference is that it unbinds rather than binds device D and user U .
Pre-Deployment
Pre-Deployment takes place at the factory and loads the Cloud domain's cryptographic material into devices. This material will be used, further, to establish a remote communication channel between devices and the manufacturer. Such a channel allows the
C : Cloud server bind_req, _ack : request and acknowledgment labels bind : command label C : Cloud domain SIG(nX ) k : signature over the msg appended to nX using key k Figure 6 : Binding protocol. execution of critical procedures by the manufacturer (e.g., software or firmware updates). Besides, it allows devices to run the auxiliary protocols with the Cloud server. Figure 7 illustrates this stage. First, the Cloud server C generates the device D's identity idD,C (step 1) and, from that, C derives D's IBC private key S I D,C (step 2). Next, the Cloud server C generates a pairwise key kD,C and an access PIN pinD, creates a counter cD and sets it to zero, and loads them in tandem with all the remaining cryptographic material into device D (step 3). Note that the loading is secured via a physical channel, ensuring the communication is both confidential and authenticated. Finally, the Cloud server C deletes S I D,C and ships D to its trader TD (step 4).
PRE-DEPLOYMENT(Device D)
Where the new symbols denote: GEN X (y, z) : private key generator of cryptosystem X using parameters y and z secret 
Ordering
Ordering (Figure 8 ) illustrates a user U ordering a device D from trader TD. Here, all digital communication is secured via TLS. The user U places the order and pays for the device (step 1). The trader TD, in exchange, sends the user U an acknowledgment (step 2). At this point, the Trader lets the Cloud server C now about the order (step 3), and the Cloud server, in turn, sends the user U a PIN pinD (step 4). Last, the Trader ships the device D out to user U 's home (step 5). The PIN pinD will be used in the Deployment stage ( Figure 9 ) to grant access to D.
Deployment
Deployment (Figure 9 ) bootstraps the security of devices in their Home domains. It paves the way for the following protocols and is thus paramount for AoT. Here, the root user Ur-most likely, the household owner-and his personal device DU r play a key role. More precisely, DU r acts like a trusted bridge between the device being deployed and the Home server.
To set up a new device D, Ur enters D's access PIN pinD onto D itself (step 1). Next, the device D obtains from the root's device (i) its identity idU r ,H in the domain H; (ii) the IBC public key P I H,H of the Home server H; (iii) and the domain counter cG H (step 2) that will provide freshness for broadcasts originated from H. The device D, subsequently, generates an ephemeral (i.e., valid for only a short period) pairwise key kD,H at random, encrypts it using H's public key P I H,H , and sends the resulting ciphertext to the root device DU r (step 3). Now Ur uses DU r to set D's attributes AD and the predicates YD one needs to satisfy to execute operations on D (step 4). (Recall from Section 2.4 a predicate is a signing policy.) We assume communication in these first four steps is made via channels that are not only secure but adequate for the device D being deployed (e.g., wireless). As the Deployment protocol runs behind closed doors (i.e., at the device owner's home), transmission mechanisms like typing on a keyboard on the device or scanning QRCodes could be carefully employed to exchange data securely. (These are the mechanisms we use in our prototype, but other approaches are possible.) Note this strategy permits one to set up even bulky devices (like a fridge) without resorting to a cabled connection or requiring that the device is physically close to the Home server.
The protocol proceeds with the root device DU r requesting the deployment of the device D to the server H. To this end, DU r forwards to the home server H information received from both the new device and the root user (step 7). Our key insight in this stage is to use the root device DU r as an authentication bridge between the new device D and the Home server H. Particularly, the root device DU r encrypts and then "blindly signs" 3 the recently generated pairwise key kD,H. Finally, DU r sends the resulting ciphertext (ENC(kD,H ) P I
H,H
) to H (steps 5-7). Note that although the new device relies on the root device to carry out this communication, D does not trust DU r to exchange cryptographic material and the key kA,B is encrypted.
Lastly (steps 8-11), the Home server H issues IBC and ABC private keys to the device D. (This issuing is secured using the recently shared key kD,H.) H broadcasts information to all home devices-including the new one-containing their respective attribute and predicate sets (step 12). At this point, device D is granted access to the Internet, e.g., through the Home domain's WiFi router. Device D then binds itself to the user Ur (step 13). Here, we assume D is a home appliance or shared device, and therefore it is bound to the root user. If the device D is instead a personal device of user U , D would be bound to U .
Root device deployment. It is clear from the above description the root device DU r cannot itself follow the protocol, as it plays a key role in the whole process. In fact, DU r -and DU r aloneneeds to be deployed using a secure channel to the server. We be-
Ur lieve this is an easy task since DU r is most likely a smartphone and can be easily connected to the server by using a cabled connection like USB. Note also that this procedure is carried out only once.
Functioning
Functioning (Figure 10 ), as its name suggests, governs the normal operation of devices. In the protocol, a user U requests an operation op on device B (e.g., show image from the internal camera of a smart fridge) using device A (step 1). The device A therefore forwards the request to device B (step 2), which in turn responds with a predicate Υop (step 3). The device A proves it may perform the operation by signing its request with an attribute (sub)set that satisfies the predicate (step 4). If device B successfully verifies the signature satisfies the predicate, then the requested operation is performed (step 5).
Retirement
Broadly speaking, Retirement is simply a special operation and the protocol (Figure 11 ) is thus analogous to Functioning (Figure 10) . To run Retirement, a user U employs the device A to request the retirement of a device B. The retirement is performed if A's attributes satisfy the predicate. These steps are executed in the same way as other operations are in Functioning (Figure 10,  steps 1-4) . Here, we assume that B is owned by U . So, B unbinds itself from its owner U (step 2) and deletes all of its keys from both the Cloud and Home domains (step 3). Device B concludes the retirement by displaying "retired" on its screen, which plays the role of a retirement_ack (step 4). Note that a retired device can no longer be used in the home domain. 
Extra Features
In this section we describe other capabilities in AoT, in particular how to handle device ownership transfer (Section 3.8.1), access revocation (Section 3.8.2), and guest access (Section 3.8.3).
Device Ownership Reassignment
Owner Reassignment (Figure 12 ) allows a user U to transfer the ownership of a device B he owns to another user V . The protocol is similar to Retirement (Figure 11 ) and the same observations there apply. Here, however, the device B does not delete its Cloud domain keys.
In the beginning, U tells the Cloud server C about the reassignment who, in turn, sends the user V a new PIN pin B (Figure 12, steps 1-2) . The subsequent steps of the protocol are analogous to the first steps of any operation ( Figure 10, steps 1-4) . Next, B unbinds itself from U and deletes all of its keys from the Home domain (step 5). The protocol continues with B displaying the message 'ownership reassigned' on its screen, which acts as a reassignment_ack (step 6). Finally, U ships B to V (step 7).
REASSIGNMENT(user U , device A, device B, user V )
B : deletes S 
Key Revocation
Revocation is not the main focus of AoT. In spite of that, as a revocation mechanism in AoT, we follow the scheme proposed by Boneh and Franklin [28] and later improved by Boldyreva et al. [51] . The strategy consists of associating keys with their respective expiring dates (a timestamp), so they become invalid after a given period of time. In this setup, a device D's public key becomes a map of its identity idD,X concatenated with a timestamp, i.e., P I D,X := MAP(idD,X | timestamp). The granularity of the timestamp can be set by the Home or Cloud servers. For instance, keys may be renewed on a daily basis. With this strategy, keys are instantly revoked as soon as their timestamps expire.
Interdomain (Guest) Operation
The InterDomainKeyAgreement protocol ( Figure 13 ) allows a device from a foreign Home domain (i.e., a guest) to agree on keys and thus interoperate with devices from a local Home domain. The protocol is based on the work of McCullagh and Barreto [44] . It requires the two Home domains to agree on common public parameters of their Identity-Based Cryptosystems as well as their group generator points G I H A and G I H B before interdomain communication can occur. The protocol also requires that the guest device obtain the public key of the visited Home domain in an authenticated manner and that devices generate and use exclusive IBC private keys S I X,I . We call this whole new setup "Inter" domain. A guest device A that wants to access operations on a device B that belongs to another domain first obtains B's public IBC parameters in B's own domain and sends an interdomain session request (steps 1-2). Device B will then use A's public IBC parameters to compute a session key (steps 3-6) and send a challenge-response back to A (step 7). A will repeat the operation to compute the session key (step 8) and then finish the challenge-response exchange (step 9). Note the protocol makes use of implicit key authentication [52] to verify the legitimacy of the first message (in step 2). The protocol will ultimately fail if this first message is forged. We discuss the security of this protocol further in Section 5.1. Where the new symbols denote:
: identity-based cryptosystem group generator point of X's Y domain x X : random number generated by X inter_session_req, _ack : request and acknowledgment labels With the session key just established, device A can request operations on device B. To perform operations on devices of a foreign domain, a guest device must follow a protocol similar to our Functioning protocol (Figure 10 ). Because guest users have no attributes in domains they visit, domains must define an attribute "guest" which entitles guest devices to a limited set of permissions in the domain. Foreign operation requests are done in a manner similar to conventional operation requests. The exception is that the device does not have to prove possession of a certain attribute set. Instead, the requested operation is permitted if guests are allowed to perform it. That is, if the predicate to perform the operation is satisfied by the attribute "guest". Besides, no signatures are used during this interaction as the Attribute-Based Cryptosystems of A and B do not interoperate. Instead, they make use of MACs generated using the session key to authenticate.
DEVELOPMENT
We now describe our AoT prototype, its software architecture (Section 4.1), its implementation (Section 4.2), and our proof-ofconcept demo (Section 4.3).
Our prototype provides authentication and access control using device identities and attributes; isolated Cloud and Home domains, allowing users and manufactures to control devices independently; lightweight requirements, supporting resource-constrained embedded devices; and flexibility, being deployable on different platforms. Figure 14 shows the entities in our architecture. Our architecture comprises one Cloud server ( Figure 14 , label 1) to control the manufacturer's Cloud domain. We assume the Cloud server has on-demand resource allocation (CPU, storage, memory, and bandwidth), typical of cloud environments. Our architecture also comprises multiple Home servers, one for each Home domain (Figure 14, label 2) . Although Home servers need not scale like Cloud servers, we assume a Home server stays on and has sufficient resources to control hundreds of devices in its domain. Home servers can run on video-game consoles, desktop PCs, network gateways, or Hardware Secure Modules (HSMs). Each device (Figure 14 , label 3) connects to its Home domain and also to the manufacturer's Cloud domain. Our architecture considers devices vary wildly (in terms of processing power, available memory, storage capacity, communication technologies, size, and weight) and may have constrained resources.
Architecture
Entities in our architecture run the software stack shown in Figure 15 . The implementation of the AoT protocol is the center piece of the software stack. It is built atop a cryptographic library accessed through native method calls, and communicates with the exterior world using the appropriate communication technologies and encoding mechanisms. Most entities also provide interfaces for user interaction (not shown in the software stack).
Communications
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Implementation
Software stacks. Our architecture encompasses devices running heterogeneous hardware and different operating systems, each with their own specific software stack. We implemented Cloud and Home servers on LAMP (Linux, Apache, MySQL, and PHP). We also implemented AoT on smartphones as a native Android application. The realization of our software stack on these implementations is shown in Figure 15 (middle) and (right), respectively. Our Cloud and Home servers communicate with devices using the HTTP protocol. The Web servers call binaries that implement AoT's cryptographic primitives from PHP. On Android devices, we implement the user interface using Android's native interface, and use the Java Native Interface (JNI) to call functions on a cross-compiled cryptographic library. We note that modifications to one layer in the stack do not imply changes in other layers, e.g., we could exchange HTTP for another transport or use a different cryptographic library. Communication. Our cryptographic code is agnostic to message encoding and transport; any two devices can exchange information using any mutually-supported encoding and protocol. For example, our prototype can exchange data using QRCodes, when deploying a fridge in a Home domain, or HTTP, when changing user attributes from a smartphone. User interfaces. Although entities share the same underlying implementation of the AoT protocol, they run application code and user interfaces implemented using native libraries. For example, our Android applications run in Android's Dalvik virtual machine and use the Java Native Interface (JNI) to call our low-level AoT cryptographic functions.
Cryptography
All entities in our architecture-Cloud servers, Home servers, and devices-share the same underlying implementation of AoT and use our extended version of the RELIC crypto library [53] . We chose RELIC because it targets resource-constrained devices and efficiently implements several curve-based cryptographic algorithms at different (e.g., 80-and 128-bit) security levels. Most primitives implemented in RELIC run on 8-bit and 16-bit embedded processors under 4 KiB of RAM. We have further improved RELIC's performance including new architecture-dependent optimizations by means of carefully crafted assembly for the ARM architecture. The arithmetic backend makes extensive use of the wide 32-bit multiplier instruction UMLAL for implementing KaratsubaComba multiplication, squaring, and Montgomery modular reduction to accelerate primitives used by AoT. Notice that targeting the 128-bit security level in resource-constrained platforms is somewhat uncommon in the research literature.
We implemented the core of our access control mechanism, ABS, on top of RELIC. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first known open implementation of such a scheme. 4 Our ABS implementation is based on the work of Maji, Prabhakaran, and Rosulek [37] , which comprises four main algorithms: master key generation, attribute generation, signature generation, and signature verification. There is also an algorithm for probabilistic signature verification. In AoT, the first two algorithms are run by Home servers, while the last two are run by devices whenever access control is executed. Our implementations rely on PBC (explained in Section 2.5) and Monotone Spam Programs (MSP). MSPs represent AoT policies as monotone boolean functions. Informally, monotone means that the boolean expression contains zero negations (not operators). We can work around this limitation by inverting attributes, e.g., creating attributes like "over 18" and "under 18".
The computational complexity of most ABS algorithms depends on PBC operations, more precisely, on pairings and elliptic curve scalar point multiplication. Although these operations can be executed on resource-constrained devices [22] , ABS requires devices to compute a product of pairings, which increases not only compute time but also memory consumption. As a solution to this problem, we optimized RELIC to compute products of pairings simultaneously. Pairing computation can be divided in two phases: the Miller loop consisting of a square-and-multiply algorithm and the final exponentiation. When a product of pairings is computed simultaneously (a multi-pairing operation), squarings in the full extension field and the final exponentiation can be shared for all pairings, keeping a single variable accumulating partial results in the Miller loop [54] . This optimization saves one large GT element to be stored and around 50% finite field multiplications per additional computed pairing in the product.
Our implementation of AoT combines the following cryptographic protocols and algorithms. Parameterization. The cryptographic protocols in AoT were implemented using pairing-friendly curves with embedding degree 12 suited to the 80-and 128-bit security level. In particular, we adopted Barreto-Naehrig [55] curves parameterized by integers u = (2 38 + 2 32 + 2 5 + 1) at the 80-bit and u = −(2 62 + 2 55 + 1) at the 128-bit level. Curves in this family are defined with a prime modulus p = 36u 4 + 36u 3 + 24u 2 + 6u + 1 and group order n = 36u 4 +36u 3 +18u 2 +6u+1, and support an efficient optimal pairing construction [56] . In this instantiation, elements from G1, G2 and GT take 40, 80, 240 bytes at the 80-bit; and 64, 128, 384
Demo
We developed a demo to showcase our AoT prototype. 5 Our demo covers the entire life-cycle of a smart fridge, from pre-deployment to retirement. We demonstrate the functionalities in our architecture executing operations on multiple devices and transferring information using different communication technologies.
Our demo runs on a Intel Edison and two Android phones. On the Edison, we run both Cloud and Home servers as well as emulate a smart fridge and a smart TV. The emulated fridge allows operations such as defrosting and changing temperature, while the emulated smart TV can request and show images from other devices. Finally, our demo also has a Web interface that accesses the Cloud server to show the status of all devices in the Cloud domain.
EVALUATION
In this section we verify AoT's security using tool-assisted analysis. We also show that AoT supports deployment in resourceconstrained embedded devices since it demands few computational resources.
AoT Security
AoT provides the following security properties: authentication, confidentiality, freshness, integrity, and non-repudiation. Precisely, AoT uses (i) MACs and digital signatures for authentication; (ii) ciphers for confidentiality; (iii) nonces and counters for freshness; (iv) MACs, digital signatures, and hash functions for integrity; (v) and digital signatures for non-repudiation.
We use Scyther [35] -a tool for automated verification of security protocols -to formally verify that AoT provides the aforementioned properties. Scyther analyzes protocols verifying if the protocol is prone to known attacks that could violate its security properties. We have chosen Scyther because it is efficient [36] , provides novel features (e.g., multi-protocol analysis) [35] , and supports different classes of attacks [35] .
Scyther assumes that cryptographic primitives are ideal from a security point of view, and finds flaws arising from a protocol's message exchanges. Protocols must be described using Scyther's Security Protocol Description Language (SPDL). SPDL describes protocols as a set of roles. Each role specifies one of the agents in the protocol. The security properties expected from the protocol are modeled as claims that state that a protocol guarantees security properties. For instance, we can claim the secrecy of a term, meaning that a certain variable remains confidential throughout the protocol.
In order to verify protocol's claims, Scyther extends the strategy proposed by Song et al. [59] . Broadly, the tool enumerates all plausible interactions between protocol agents and generates all possible protocol executions. If a claim is violated in one of these executions, then the claim is false. If a claim is satisfied for all executions, then Scyther is able to prove the claim. A proved claim means that that property is guaranteed by the protocol, i.e., that an adversary is unable to violate that property regardless the protocol execution.
We used Scyther to verify all AoT protocols except SessionKey, Pre-Deployment, and Ordering. This is because Scyther analyzes protocols from the point of view of communication and SessionKey does not exchange messages, and because Pre-Deployment as well as Ordering are, by definition, protected using secure channels.
All of AoT's security properties have been successfully verified by Scyther, except the authentication in the InterDomainKeyAgreement protocol (Figure 13 ). Scyther raises a false alarm for the InterDomainKeyAgreement protocol because it is unable to identify the implicit key authentication [52] taking place to ensure the authenticity of the protocol's first message (step 2). The message in question is sent with no explicit authentication mechanism (no MAC protects it). Instead, this message is authenticated by the MACs of the subsequent messages (e.g., steps 7 and 9). These MACs, in turn, are computed using the key k i A,B which the generation ultimately depends on the parameter xA. Given xA · P I B,I , it is considered unfeasible to derive xA even though P I B,I is public. (This is the Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP) and the best general-purpose attack known against it has a fullyexponential running time for well-chosen parameters [60] .) Hence, it is also considered unfeasible an adversary to derive k i A,B . Alternatively, the adversary could intercept A's message and launch an impersonation attack against B using a false parameter x A . In this case, however, the session keys computed by A and B (steps 3-5 and 8, respectively) will not match, the verification of the MACs generated from them will fail, and the protocol will thus abort. In conclusion, all the aforementioned security properties hold in InterDomainKeyAgreement protocol as well.
Another point that might raise concern is the probabilistic ABS verification (P.ABS). Compared to its deterministic counterpart, the probabilistic approach trades determinism for speed. The security of the probabilistic ABS verification, however, is equivalent to the deterministic ABS verification [37] up to a negligible factor. The last security issue that needs to be discussed is the protection of the master keys, considering key escrow in the Cloud and Home servers. Standard techniques can be employed to protect such keys, like employing HSMs or distributing trust through Shamir's secret sharing scheme [61] . Using the scheme, domain's secret parameters can be divided into shares and assigned to different users, in a way that some or all parts of the secret can be required for reconstruction, increasing security further.
Analytical Evaluation
We analyse AoT's computational costs and communication overhead. We quantify computational costs of AoT as a function of the number of the most expensive cryptographic operations in its cryptographic primitives. In particular, we consider the number of pairings (denotedê), and elliptic curve scalar multiplications (denoted p). Other operations (symmetric primitives) are executed in negligible time. We quantify communication overhead as the amount of bytes in a signature or the overhead caused by encryption techniques. Table 1 summarizes the results. ABS is the most expensive cryptographic primitive in AoT. It is also the core of our access control mechanism (in the Functioning stage) and the most frequently used primitive in AoT. In later sections, we focus our analysis on ABS. The computational cost of ABS grows with the size of the span program matrix generated from the predicate. The span program matrix has dimensions l × t, where l is the number of attributes and t is the number of 'and' (∧) operators in the predicate plus one.
Communication overhead for most primitives is constant. We compute the overhead considering 16-byte nonces and 1-byte labels. Communication overhead in ABS depends on the size of the Computational Overhead Communication Primitive Sender Receiver Overhead (bytes) ABS [37] (3 + 2l + 2lt)ê (2lt + 1)p+ 130 + 65l + 129t (lt + t + 3)ê P. ABS [37] (3 + 2l + 2lt)ê (2lt + t + 2)p+ 130 + 65l + 129t (l + 2)ê IBS [62] 1p 3p 133 IBE [28] 1ê + 2p 1ê + 1p 129 SOK [27] 1ê 1ê 65 span program matrix, and is around a few hundreds of KBs per signed message. We believe this overhead is still small enough to fit in one packet, or a few small packets when running over lowpower communication networks that employ small frames. Network transmission delay and energy costs induced by AoT are negligible compared to CPU processing time and energy costs [24] .
Experiments
We evaluate our AoT prototype on different devices, varying computational resources, as shown in Table 2 . We focus on three important questions to AoT's deployment. Table 2 : Summary of devices used in experimental evaluation.
RESOURCE
Can embedded devices afford to run AoT?
We start our evaluation on our most constrained device, an Arduino Due. At the time of writing, a Due development board costs around US$ 45, and similar hardware would be even cheaper in bulk. The Due is representative of microcontrollers that could be used on low-end appliances supporting AoT. Figure 16 shows run times for different cryptographic primitives used in AoT. We execute each algorithm to measure 100 run times and plot the quartiles as well as the 5 th and 95 th percentiles. We observe that all cryptographic primitives run in reasonable time. 6 ABS is the most expensive primitive and takes less than 1.6 seconds to generate signatures and less than 3.0 seconds to verify signatures for predicates on the form A ∧ B.
Complementary to Figure 16 , Figure 17 shows run times for different ABS configurations on the Due for predicates of the form A ∧ B. We show results for 80-and 128-bit security levels, as for deterministic and probabilistic signature verification. We observe that run times are manageable even on the resource-constrained Due and that we can trade-off security for shorter execution times, e.g., for interactive applications that require low latency.
We also evaluate storage requirements for AoT on the Due (not shown). Our extended RELIC library plus our AoT implementation takes 147 KB of storage, which fits on the Due while leaving significant storage space for applications.
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Does AoT scale to realistic IoT scenarios?
As shown before, the AoT's most expensive cryptographic primitive is ABS. ABS is also the most frequently used primitive in AoT, once it is called whenever access control is performed. In the previous section, we used a representative predicate of the form A ∧ B when computing run times and memory requirements. In this section, we evaluate run times for various predicates to check whether AoT scales to realistic IoT scenarios. Table 3 shows run times for scalar point multiplication in G1 and pairing computation on our platforms. These operations are the building blocks of cryptographic primitives used in AoT (Table 1) . Figure 18 evaluates ABS signature verification run times for different predicate structures. We vary the number of attributes on the x axis and show different curves varying the number of 'and' OPERATION G4 Edison Due Point multiplication 1.1 ± 0.2 10.9 ± 0.2 74.5 ± 1.3 Pairing 4.1 ± 0.7 88.4 ± 0.3 355.1 ± 1.0 operators (l and t in Table 1 , respectively). Figure 18 shows ABS verification run times estimated analytically. Curves in Figure 18 are plotted combining operation run times from Table 3 with analytical costs in Table 1 . In Figure 18 , we observe that the Due can verify signatures for complex predicates with up to nine attributes and only 'and' operators in less than a minute. For more usual predicates including between 1 and 3 attributes, signature verification is estimated in less than 6 seconds. Figure 19 shows experimental ABS verification run times and memory utilization averaged over 30 runs (coefficients of variation are below 5%, not shown). We consider worst-case predicates that contain only 'and' operators. We plot four curves for deterministic and probabilistic verification at the 80-and 128-bit security levels.
By comparing Figures 18 and 19a , we observe that analytical run times significantly overestimate our implementation run times. There are two main reasons for this. First, we optimized our code to compute multi-pairings simultaneously (Section 4.2). Second, analytical costs consider that the t × l coefficient matrix in a predicate's MSP does not contain any zeros. In practice, we find coefficient matrices are sparse, which significantly reduces the amount of executed operations. For example, while the analytical run time for verifying a signature for a predicate of the form A ∧ B is 4.5s (Figure 18 ), our code takes only 3.0s (Figures 16 and 19a) . Figure 19a also shows that we can significantly reduce the run time of ABS in AoT by either reducing the security level (e.g., to 80-bit) or by using probabilistic verification. In particular, probabilistic verification at the 80-bit level enables our implementation to verify signatures in around 1.2s, which should be enough for most interactive applications. Remind also that predicates with 'or' operators require less computation and further reduce verification run times.
Finally, Figure 19b shows memory use for ABS. We measure maximum memory utilization as the maximum stack size reached by each ABS function during their execution (RELIC only allocates memory on the stack). As expected, ABS is well-suited for resource-constrained devices as it requires at most 19KB of RAM memory for a predicate with nine attributes and eight 'and' operators. Besides, note further improvements to the implementation or the algorithms could lead to even lower requirements.
How does AoT perform on other architectures?
We now look at how AoT performs on more resourceful architectures. As AoT's memory and storage requirements are negligible compared to the amount of RAM and storage available on the Edison and the G4, we focus on execution time. Figure 20 shows cryptographic primitive run times on the Edison and the G4. These devices have processors significantly more powerful than the Due, which results in significantly higher performance (note the different ranges on the y axes). Figure 21 shows analytical and experimental run times on the Edison for varying predicate structures (results for the G4, not shown, are qualitatively similar). It shows that our optimizations carry over to different architectures and provide significant run time reduction over the analytical estimates. Finally, Figure 21 shows that more powerful platforms can verify complex predicates with various attributes in less than 2s. 
RELATED WORK
Albeit authentication differs in concept and purpose from access control, they are closely related security subjects. Notably, the works on security for resource-constrained devices typically make use of authentication to establish an access control mechanism. In what follows, we briefly describe previous work on (i) security for constrained devices, (ii) user to device authentication in IoT, and (iii) authentication and access control schemes for IoT devices. Security for constrained devices. Before the advent of IoT, much work has been proposed for securing MANETS and sensor networks in general. The studies for MANETs (e.g., [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] ) are not applicable to IoT because they assumed Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), which have more computational resources than many IoT devices. Traditional PKC-based solutions are such an example. The works tailored to sensor networks (e.g., [12-20, 22, 23, 25] ) are usually ill-suited to IoT, too. This is because they often make assumptions that do not apply to IoT and thus the proposed solutions cannot be applied as-is. For instance, while sensor devices often run the same application and are owned by a single entity in sensor networks, devices in IoT may execute different applications and report to more than one authority. AoT brings authentication and access control to IoT, addressing IoT-specific requirements and constraints.
IoT user-to-device authentication. There are different types of user-to-device authentication schemes for IoT [68] . First, a user can authenticate himself onto a device by entering a previously shared secret [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] . This type of authentication is the most common on smart devices [74] and its security and usability are heavily affected by the chosen secret; complex secrets usually increase security but impair usability [75] . Second, users can authenticate by using a physical authenticator they have, e.g., a cryptographic token or smart card [76] . This mechanism is more commonly used as as a way of providing a second authentication factor. Third, users can authenticate through their own biological features like fingerprints, voice, or face (e.g., [77] [78] [79] ). A drawback of this approach is that it requires biometric features to be stored on the device. This raises privacy concerns as compromising one's authenticator means stealing private user information, such as his fingerprint. Last, one can take advantage of behavioral patterns to authenticate users [78, 80] . In this case, the user's behavior when using the device is used to create a pattern, this pattern is later used to authenticate the user. When the device is being used, if the usage matches the expected behavior, the user is authenticated. AoT provides device-to-device authentication in IoT deployments and is complementary to (and can benefit from) these user-to-device authentication solutions. Authentication and access control for IoT. Works in the literature have addressed authentication and access control under the perspective of IoT using different strategies, e.g., by managing authentication policies, addressing data verification, applying IBC and specific technologies to device pairing, defining standards for security, among others. Non-extensive examples are described as follows to provide an overview of the state-of-the-art.
Recently, Liang et al. [9] presented Safe Internet oF Things (SIFT), a safety-centric programming platform for connected devices in IoT environments. In SIFT, users express high-level intents in declarative IoT applications, and the scheme then decides which data and operations should be combined to meet the user needs. To ensure safety and compliance, the scheme verifies whether conflicts or policy violations can occur within or between applications, which may be regarded as an access control mechanism. Strictly speaking, however, the work focuses more on safety of users.
Oliveira et al. [24] focused on the authentication of communication from a device to multiple users. The proposal named Secure Tiny Web Services (Secure-TWS) investigates the resource overheads for digital signatures, notably, for the Elliptic Curve Digital Algorithm (ECDSA) and the Boneh-Lynn-Shacham (BLS) short signature schemes.
Gisdakis et al. [7] study the impact of malicious devices on data gathering. They address the limitations of authentication and access control to tackle the problem of pollution on the measured data. The authors end up with a novel data verification framework called SHIELD.
Mora-Afonso et al. [81] proposed a scheme to secure communication between domestic devices. Authors employ IBC and Wi-Fi as well as Bluetooth and NFC to authenticate message exchange between devices. NFC is used during Bluetooth pairing and key distribution. Authors also presented prototypes of their solution for various devices.
Markmann et al. [8] came up with an end-to-end authentication scheme to deploy a federation of gateways in IoT subnetworks. The work is preliminary, also based on IBC, and brings in insightful ideas to the field.
Finally, Yavuz developed a cryptographic scheme well-suited to IoT devices called Efficient and Tiny Authentication (ETA) [5] . ETA is similar to AoT in that it supports authentication and access control, but it does not consider the entire live-cycle of IoT devices and relies on resource-rich devices to perform expensive operations.
CONCLUSION
As IoT becomes ubiquitous, exchanging private and sensitive information as well as performing automated actions on the environment, it is imperative that we authenticate communication between IoT devices and establish control access to their functionality. We proposed AoT, a suite of protocols that provide authentication and access control during the entire life-cycle of IoT devices. AoT provides strong authentication and flexible access control by combining state-of-the-art cryptographic primitives in novel ways. AoT addresses challenges that arise in real-world IoT deployments like bootstrapping secure communications, participation in multiple authentication domains, or running code on low-cost resourceconstrained IoT devices.
We evaluated AoT analytically and experimentally. Our analytical results show that worst-case CPU and communication overheads imposed by AoT are manageable even in resource-constrained IoT devices. We also checked AoT security using tool-assisted verification. Our experimental evaluation using our AoT prototype considers multiple performance metrics and multiple hardware platforms, showing that AoT runs on low-cost IoT devices and imposes negligible overhead on powerful devices like current smartphones.
